A variety of methods have been proposed for interpreting nodes in deep neural networks, which typically involve scoring nodes at lower layers with respect to their effects on the output of higher-layer nodes (where lower and higher layers are closer to the input and output layers, respectively). However, we may be interested in picking out a prioritized collection of subsets of the inputs across a range of scales according to their importance for an output node, and not simply a prioritized ranking across the inputs as singletons. Such a situation may arise in biological applications, for instance, where we are interested in epistatic effects between groups of genes in determining a trait of interest. Here, we outline a flexible framework which may be used to generate multiscale network interpretations, using any previously defined scoring function. We demonstrate the ability of our method to pick out biologically important genes and gene sets in the domains of cancer and psychiatric genomics.
Introduction
Interpretation of deep neural networks is an important problem in domains such as computational biology, where understanding the features that a network is using to predict a disease for instance may shed light on underlying biological mechanisms. Numerous schemes have been proposed for network interpretation, which typically involve scoring nodes at lower layers with respect to their effects on the output of higher-layer nodes. Methods which have been proposed include gradient-based schemes [1, 2] , gradient+input schemes [3] , perturbation schemes [4, 5] , and difference scores with respect to a reference [6] . Each of these schemes has benefits and drawbacks, including for instance computational efficiency, ability to cope with saturated inputs and non-differentiability, and the need for a reference. In addition, such methods all involve scoring individual nodes at a layer of interest, while we may be interested in picking out a collection of subsets of nodes at multiple scales from a given layer which are 'important' to the network.
Such a situation often arises in biological applications where we are interested in epistatic effects between groups of genes in determining a trait of interest. For instance, the framework of weighted gene coexpression network analysis (WGCNA, see [7, 8] ) is widely used to group together genes sharing common coexpression patterns, whose relevance to particular high-level traits (for instance psychiatric conditions [9] ) may be determined. The 'modules' found by WGCNA however are constrained to be non-overlapping, meaning that the same gene cannot participate in groupings at multiple levels. Additionally, WGCNA does not use trait-relevant information in defining modules. Figure 1: Rank projection tree schematic. The rank projection tree (left, T ) is mapped onto a trained neural network (right, N ) via the mapping φ which depends on an arbitrary ranking function r. The image of T under φ is used to prioritize inputs and sets of inputs in N in an output dependent fashion.
deep neural network. Our framework is agnostic as to the underlying ranking function which is used to build the tree, allowing any of the above methods to be used to provide a scoring function. We demonstrate the ability of our method to pick out biologically important genes and gene sets in the domains of cancer and psychiatric genomics, using networks learned on genomics data from PCAWG [10] and PsychENCODE [11, 12] consortia to predict epistatic interactions of germline and somatic mutations in cancer, and risk for Schizophrenia, respectively.
Rank Projection Trees
We assume we have a neural network N with layers l = 0...L, where layers 0 and L are the output and input layers, respectively. Each layer l has an associated set I l = {1...N l } indexing the nodes of that layer; hence n l,i is the i'th node at layer l. For convenience, we assume there is one output node, n 0,1 . We write the weight matrix between layers l 1 and l 2 = l 1 − 1 as W l1,l2 , and the biases vector at layer l as β l . A rank projection tree (see Fig. 1 ) over a given network is fully determined by specifying (a) a half branching factor B < N l /2, ∀l, and (b) a ranking function r i,l,m (j), where l < m ≤ L are layer indices, i and j are node indices on layers l and m respectively, and the function returns an integer specifying the position of node j in an ordering of the nodes at layer m according to their 'score' with respect to node i and layer l. Semantically, we expect that increased activation of node j towards the top of the ranking will lead to increased activation of node i, while increased activation of nodes towards the bottom will lead to decreased activation of i; hence, any score function of the kind described above (such as the gradient) may be used.
The nodes of the rank projection tree T are lists of 'branching indices' of the
, where b l ∈ {1, ..., B} ∪ {−1, ..., −B}, ∀l. The node [ ] is the root of the tree, and the parent function is defined as
. A node t of T , where t is a list of length l, is then associated with a node in layer l of the neural network via a function φ defined recursively as follows:
where r
is a 'quasi-inverse' of the ranking function, which returns the node n m,j for which r i,l,m (j) = b if b > 0, and n m,j for which r i,l,m (j) = N m + b + 1 if b < 0. For node t in T then, which maps to φ(t) = n at layer l, the mappings of the children of t are set by first ranking layer l + 1 of the neural net with respect to n, and assigning the top B and bottom B nodes of this ranking to the children of t, hence projecting the full ranking onto a reduced ranking across the 2B children.
Each node t in T may be associated with positive and negative subsets, S + t and S − t , at a reference layer, which we take to be the input layer L. These are defined as:
Hence, S + t contains all those nodes mapped to by descendants of t at layer L along paths where the product of the branching indices below l is positive, and S − t is defined similarly, but where the product of the branching indices is negative. A collection of 'prioritized' subsets at multiple levels is thus formed by applying Eq. 2 as t runs across T . We note that, since multiple nodes in T may map to the same node in N , sets at the same layer may overlap, including positive and negative sets associated with the same node in T . Finally, we may define a prioritization function π (or 'salience map') of the nodes at the reference layer in N , π(n) = f (φ −1 (n)), where φ −1 (n) = {t 1 , t 2 ...} is the pre-image of n under φ, and f may be chosen from a number of possibilities we explore below.
Results
In the following, we explore the ability of the rank projection tree defined above to prioritize genes and subsets of genes relevant in cancer and psychiatric genomics applications. For cancer genomics, we use data from the PanCancer Analysis of Whole Genomes dataset (PCAWG, [10] ) to train neural networks (3 hidden layers) to predict the per-tumor co-occurrence of germline and somatic mutations in a given gene (a binary output), using germline variant signatures of known cancer genes alongside a set of gene-level biological features as inputs. For psychiatric genomics, we use data from the PsychENCODE dataset [11, 12] to train neural networks (2 hidden layers) to classify control versus Schizophrenia post-mortem subjects after balancing covariates (age, gender, ethnicity, assay), using bulk transcriptomic data from the prefrontal cortex as inputs, either in the form of individual gene expression levels, or average expression across predefined modules of genes (using WGCNA [7, 8] ). Further details on the datasets and training of the networks are in Appendix A.
Prioritization functions
We first compare the ability of different prioritization functions to pick out individual genes relevant to the diseases predicted by each network. For this purpose, we use a simple ranking function where, for layers l and m = l + 1, r i,l,m (j) returns the rank of n m,j in the ordering induced by the weights W lm (i, .) (signed values, descending), and set B = 2. For the prioritization function π, we first calculate the cumulative rank-scores c t of each path in T ; that is, for leaf node
is one of the functions: {sum, average, max, min} of signed or absolute values, or length. Table 1 
.1])).
In general, the absolute average and max functions appear to be better indicators of individual gene importance.
Interpreting gene groupings at multiple levels
To test the ability of the rank projection tree to extract meaningful gene groupings at multiple levels, we extracted all positive and negative groupings across layers l = 0...3 using Eq. 2 for the schizophrenia networks, using exactly the same settings. For comparison, we built identical trees, but used a randomized ranking function r(.) to produce the φ mapping to the schizophrenia networks. We used the networks with the WGCNA modules average expression levels as inputs; hence, for set S formed from Eq. 2, we take the union of the genes in all modules which are elements of S.
For our first comparison, we annotate all groupings with KEGG pathway terms using gene-set enrichment analysis [13] . All terms are assigned to a grouping achieving a q-value < 0.001, 
Rank-projection 65K 82K 77K 73K Randomized 53K 54K 56K 72K and a ranking across KEGG terms is made for each layer independently by counting the number of groupings a term is associated with across all models (including duplicate groupings, hence accounting for increased importance of nodes in N mapped to by multiple nodes in T ). We take the top 20 such terms, and sum the number of citations associated with these terms in association with schizophrenia by Google Scholar as above. Table 2 compares the total citations across layers, showing that the rank projection tree finds more important terms than the random tree at all layers, and the groupings produced by higher layers of the network (L 3 'lowest', L 0 'highest') tend to associate with more trait-relevant terms (peaking at the penultimate layer, L 1 ).
Finally, we analysed the enrichment of the groupings from all layers as described above for 'highconfidence schizophrenia genes'. These are genes which can be linked to GWAS hits for schizophrenia by any three of the following four methods: Hi-C interactions; enhancer-target links (using covariation of chromatin and expression signals); eQTL linkages, and isoform-QTL linkages (321 genes; list to be made available in [12] ). The enrichment of such genes in each module is scored using a p-value from the hyper-geometric test. Fig. 2 shows that these genes are significantly more enriched in the groupings found by the rank projection tree than randomized trees, where the groupings found by the penultimate layer L 1 again appear most trait-relevant, matching the findings of the citation-based metric above. We also compared the L 3 distribution with a gradient-based prioritization scheme which ranked the modules at this level according to the absolute magnitude of the gradient of the network output with respect to each input (as in [1] ), but found that it was not significantly better than the randomized tree (p=0.78); the rank projection tree was better than the randomized tree across all layers (p<1e-4 for L 1−3 , and p=0.012 for L 0 , all p-values using 1-tail KS-tests).
Discussion
We have proposed a general framework for prioritizing inputs and multiple overlapping sets of inputs for relevance to an output variable given a neural network trained for prediction. Our framework also addresses network interpretability, an issue of growing importance in the AI research community, including the representational characteristics of different network layers. In future work, we plan to explore the relative benefits of ranking functions from the previous literature more extensively in our framework, dependence on the tree parameter B, and alternative forms of f (.) and S + t /S − t used in building the prioritization function and positive/negative groupings, respectively. We also envisage that graph-theoretic techniques (such as analysis of the sub-graphs of the DAG image of T ) could provide further tools for prioritizing / grouping nodes. Finally, we plan to expand our analyses over the full range of cancer types and psychiatric conditions represented in the PsychENCODE and PCAWG datasets, which offer an ideal test-bed for the generality of methods of network interpretation. has 3 hidden layers. Number of hidden nodes (285-941), optimization algorithm (Adam or Nesterov Adam), and activation functions (Exponential or Rectified Linear Unit) for each network have been determined by automated hyperparamter optimization using the HyperOpt package [17] . Results are averaged for 5 neural networks trained on randomly stratified training datasets for each cancer type, with test performance of high precision and recall values ranging between 70% and 83%. To balance training datasets, we deployed the SMOTE oversampling algorithm [18] using the implementation in the imbalanced-learn Python package [19] .
PsychENCODE: The PsychENCODE dataset [11, 12] contains bulk transcriptomics and other omics data from the prefrontal cortex of 1452 post-mortem subjects, including controls and subjects with schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and autism. From these data, we create 10 training and testing partitions (including 640 and 70 samples respectively) of control and schizophrenia subjects, which are balanced 50-50% for controls and cases, and balanced across train/test partitions for covariates including age, gender, ethnicity and assay. We train neural networks with 2 hidden layers to predict a binary case/control indicator, with 100 and 400 nodes at layers 1 and 2 respectively, logistic sigmoid activations, and SGD with early stopping for training. We train separate neural networks using individual gene expression levels as inputs, and mean expression levels across modules of genes pretrained using WGCNA [7, 8] , pre-selecting the top 1% and 15% of genes/modules respectively according to the absolute Pearson correlation between the input and the binary output indicator on each training partition (resulting in 187 genes and 754 modules in each respective model). The test performance of the models averaged across partitions was 73.6% and 66.1% for the gene and module based models, respectively.
